The growth and remodeling of arteries, as controlled by the local stress state and the sensory input from the endothelial cells of the artery wall, is given a novel theoretical framework incorporating the active behavior of vascular smooth muscle. We show that local sensory input maps uniquely to the ratio between a target arterial wall cross-section area corresponding to homeostatic conditions and the current arterial wall area. A growth law is formulated by taking the production rates of individual constituents of the arterial wall to be functions of this target-to-current wall area ratio. We find that a minimum active stress response of vascular smooth muscle is necessary to achieve stable adaptation of the artery wall to dynamic flow conditions. With a sufficient active stress alteration in response to stretch, stable growth toward a homeostatic state can be observed for finite step changes or ramp changes in the transmural pressure or the flow rate.
continually degraded and produced, as modulated by mechanical stimulation. The constrained mixture theory permits for using different natural configurations for different constituents, which is necessary for modeling their continuous turnover. This is in contrast to a theory based on the multiplicative split of the deformation gradient which, in the case of growth, is usually attributed to Skalak et al. (1996) . In this approach one single natural configuration is used, instead of one such for each constituent as in the constrained mixture theory. For a normally functioning artery at physiologically constant conditions, G&R controls the evolution of the artery toward a steady-state, which is referred to as the homeostatic state. The constituents of the artery are deposited at a certain prestretch, which is also their homeostatic stretch. Consequently, each constituent carry a known circumferential stress in the homeostatic state (Satha et al., 2014) . We assume that G&R is controlled locally. By this, we mean that each small through-thickness element of the arterial wall (Fig. 1a) grow and remodel according to the sensory input of that element. It is assumed that this sensory input originates from stress-transduction mechanisms in embedded cells as well as the endothelial cells that line the interior wall of the artery.
A range of novel concepts and ideas are introduced in this work: we formulate an energy density functional for the active stress contribution of smooth muscle, capturing the long-time scale phenotypic switching between the contractile and the synthetic state of smooth muscle (Halayko and Solway, 2001; Albinsson et al., 2014) ; we consider how the stimuli and the mechanical model can be combined to derive information about the current wall cross-section area and lumen radius of the artery, and thus pinpoint the appropriate direction of growth; we identify the stress measure that appears naturally in the governing equations of the system as a growth stimulus.
Introduction

Background and motivation
Arteries grow and remodel to adapt to changing conditions in the human body, whether these changes are through injury, disease or normal aging. During this growth and remodeling (G&R) process, the constituents of the artery, including collagen, elastin and vascular smooth muscle (Boron and Boulpaep, 2008, pp. 473-481) , display different rates of turnover, where the balance between degradation and production rates is purposefully controlled to maintain functionality of the cardiovascular system. At the level of individual arteries, the arterial wall remodels in response to changes in blood pressure (Matsumoto and Hayashi, 1996; Fridez et al., 2002; Hu et al., 2007a,b) or blood flow rate (Langille and O'Donnell, 1986; Lehman et al., 1991; Langille et al., 1989; Brownlee and Langille, 1991) . Instantaneous contraction or dilation is achieved by changes in vascular smooth muscle cell tone, which is combined with matrix remodeling at the longer time-scale of G&R (Rodbard, 1975; Dajnowiec and Langille, 2007) . While a qualitative picture of the G&R of arteries has been elucidated though experiments and previous modeling efforts, quantitative predictability of the G&R response to, e.g., surgery, injury or vascular deformities remains elusive. This is likely to preclude many advances in the diagnosis and treatment of vascular diseases. For instance, being able to describe the growth response of the arterial wall of an aneurysm would be highly useful for projecting the evolution of the shape of the aneurysm in mechanobiological models.
In this work, we combine thin-wall tube theory with a finite elasticity mechanical model for multiple constituents that deform together as a constrained mixture (Humphrey and Rajagopal, 2002; Gleason and Humphrey, 2004; Valentín and Humphrey, 2009a; Valentín et al., 2009 ). These constituents are
Stimuli, geometry and adaptation of arteries
Changes in the volumetric flow rate u affect the lumen diameter through remodeling and smooth muscle activity in the arterial wall. The smooth muscle dilates or contracts to maintain a constant tangential traction on the endothelial cells of the lining of the vessel wall (Brownlee and Langille, 1991) . At the timescales of G&R, the composition of material within the vessel wall changes in response to sustained changes in u (Kubis et al., 2001) . These adaptations essentially follow the physiological principle of minimum work: the metabolic power needed to maintain the blood within the vessel and the power needed to overcome the hydrodynamic resistance of the vessel is minimized at a given volumetric flow rate (Murray, 1926) , as modulated by the metabolic cost of the vessel wall (Taber, 1998) and the nonlinear mechanics of the artery (Lindström et al., 2015) . We argue herein that this process of arterial adaptation toward a target geometry and composition can be formulated in terms of parameters of geometrical origin. To establish this view, we proceed to demonstrate that sensory input from the cells of the artery wall yield information about the relative difference between the current and target blood vessel geometry, as quantified by the lumen radius and the wall cross-section area.
The tangential traction τ w at the interior surface of the vessel wall (Fig. 1b) , commonly referred to as the wall shear stress, is sensed by the endothelial cells. For a lumen radius r i (Fig. 1a) , the Hagen-Poiseuille solution for laminar flow through a circular tube, with a Newtonian fluid model for blood, gives the wall shear stress
where η is the viscosity of blood. Let· indicate quantities in a state of unchanging homeostatic conditions. Assuming that the viscosity is constant, the wall shear stress in a homeostatic state becomesτ w = 4ηu/(πr 3 i ), which is divided by Eq.
(1) to give
Consequently, if the homeostatic wall shear stressτ w is known to the G&R control, then the ratio r i /r i becomes known as well from sensing the current wall shear stress. From experiments on dog, cat and rat,τ w is known to vary between 1.0 and 2.5 Pa through the arterial tree (Kamiya et al., 1984) , and similar values,τ w ≈ 1.5 Pa, are reported for human arteries (Humphrey, 2002) . We assume herein that the local value forτ w is known to G&R control so that there exists a one-to-one relation between r i /r i and τ w .
It has been shown experimentally that blood vessels adapt to changes in the time-average blood pressure by changing the wall thickness and composition to achieve a homeostatic state (Matsumoto and Hayashi, 1996; Hu et al., 2007b) . This transmural pressure p across the artery wall is not directly accessible to the G&R control. Let σ ϕ denote the average circumferential stress in the arterial wall (Fig. 1c) , let h denote the arterial wall thickness, and A the arterial wall cross-section area. For a tubeshaped, thin-walled artery, the mechanical equilibrium yields
By dividing this Eq. (3) for the homeostatic state, A =Â and σ ϕ =σ ϕ , with the same Eq. for the current state, we obtain
Equation (4) demonstrates how two local stimuli, the wall shear stress and the circumferential stress, can be exploited by G&R control to deduce the ratioÂ/A, and thus the appropriate direction of growth: an increased rate of production whenÂ/A > 1 and a decreased rate of production whenÂ/A < 1. A number of different, yet similar, growth laws for individual constituents of the arterial wall have been previously suggested. In these, the production rate of each constituent is assumed to depend on the relative difference between the current and homeostatic circumferential stress (Baek et al., 2006 (Baek et al., , 2007 . Similarly, chemical stimulation is assumed to affect the production rate through the difference to a homeostatic stimulation (Baek et al., 2007) . Valentín and Humphrey (2009a) observed that a highly significant contribution to the fluctuations in chemical stimulation comes from the endothelial release of vasodilators and vasoconstrictors in response to changes in τ w , and thus assumed that the production rate of each constituent k is proportional to a factor
with ∆σ ϕ = σ ϕ −σ ϕ and ∆τ w = τ w −τ w . It is common to these previously proposed growth laws that at least one unknown parameter for each stimulus and each constituent is introduced. Viewing G&R as a control system, r i and A takes the role of current state variables, whiler i andÂ describes a target state governed by homeostatic conditions. We propose that the ideal direction of growthÂ/A indicated by the stimuli governs the production rate of artery wall materials, and that the growth law of arteries should be formulated using this ratioÂ/A. The fact that A is relatively easy to access experimentally using, e.g., ultrasonic imaging techniques available in the clinic makes it feasible to quantify the parameters of such a growth law. By linearizing Eq. (4) at the target (homeostatic) state, it can be understood howÂ/A relates to individual stimuli:
We identify K
w in Eq. (5). This highlights the relation betweenÂ/A and the production rate in the model of Valentín and Humphrey (2009a) , and also shows that the exponents of σ ϕ /σ ϕ and τ w /τ w in Eq. (4) control the impact of different growth stimuli independently. We have left to formulate a mechanical model for an artery undergoing G&R, and then to express Eq. (4) in the context of this mechanical model. 
Outline
We start from a thick-walled tube geometry, and formulate a mechanical model using the finite elasticity constrained mixture theory (Humphrey and Rajagopal, 2002; Gleason and Humphrey, 2004; Valentín and Humphrey, 2009a; Valentín et al., 2009; Satha et al., 2014) including an active contribution to stress from the vascular smooth muscle. This together with mechanical equilibrium result in a governing equation (Sect. 2.1). The passive material behavior of each constituent is captured by its strain energy density, which is a functional of the growth history. We demonstrate that the active behavior can be modelled using a similar functional (Sect. 2.2). The ratioÂ/A is then expressed using only the ratio r i /r i and the stress state of the vessel wall (Sect. 2.4). A growth law is then formulated based on this ratioÂ/A (Sect. 2.5). Numerical simulations are conducted using material parameters from the literature (Sect. 3), and we demonstrate the existence of a domain of stable adaptation to changing flow conditions, including step changes in pressure and volumetric flow rate (Sect. 4).
Theory
Constrained mixture mechanical model
Constrained mixture theory (Humphrey and Rajagopal, 2002) has been successfully applied to growth of arteries in previous work (Gleason and Humphrey, 2004; Valentín and Humphrey, 2009b; Valentín et al., 2009; Satha et al., 2014; Lindström et al., 2015) . In the following section we recapture and extend, by adding active smooth muscle behavior, the derivation of the basic thin-walled equilibrium Eq. (20) .
The blood vessel is represented by a thin-walled tube in our mechanical model. However, to be specific about how each assumption enters the theoretical framework, we start our derivation by considering a thick-walled tube, whose reference geometry is parameterized by cylindrical coordinates (R, Φ, Z):
where R i and R o are the inner and outer reference radii and L is the reference length. A material point (R, Φ, Z) is mapped onto a new position (r, ϕ, z) in the same coordinate system when deformed (Fig. 1a ). This deformation is described as
for some function r(R) and parameter κ. That is, deformations are restricted so that the principal axes of deformation coincide with the coordinate directions with principal stretches
We assume that the blood vessel wall materials preserve their volume when subjected to deformation. This incompressibility is formulated as a constraint, λ r λλ z = 1, which gives
The vessel wall comprises a range of different types of biological tissue, with different mechanical properties and growth dynamics. With the constrained mixture theory, all constituents have the same incremental deformation. The constituents are taken to be incompressible, orthotropic materials, with their material directions aligned with axial and cylindrical directions. Each constituent k contributes to the stress through a passive component, as captured by strain energy functions ψ k (Humphrey and Rajagopal, 2002; Gleason and Humphrey, 2004; Valentín and Humphrey, 2009a; Valentín et al., 2009; Satha et al., 2014) . These strain energies depend on the material characteristics as well as the growth history of the material. We consider the passive stresses as functions of λ and λ z , with constitutive equations (Ogden, 1997) 
where σ k rp , σ k ϕp and σ k zp are the passive principal stress components of constituent k. In the case of active constituents, i.e. smooth muscle with k = 'm', there is also an active contribution to the principal stresses. Since vascular smooth muscle is oriented nearly circumferentially (Rhodin, 1979) , their active stress is assumed to be zero in the radial and longitudinal directions, and we postulate that
where we refer to W as the smooth muscle work density. Similarly to the strain energy density, W is a functional of the growth history of the material. This work density W will be given a precise definition and physiological interpretation later by considering the contractile activity of smooth muscle. The passive and active stresses of smooth muscle are superimposed
and upon using Eqs. (11a) and (12), we obtain for the active material
For all other constituents, k 'm', we have σ
The total principal stresses ( 
where φ k is the volume fraction of constituent k. Note that such a rule-of-mixture is an essential assumption in mixture theory (Humphrey and Rajagopal, 2002) since it enables momentum balance (equilibrium in this work) to be written for the mixture as a whole. A natural extension to this rule for active materials is the superposition of Eqs. (13a)-(13c). However, an alternative to this active stress superposition could possibly be a development based on a multiplicative split of the deformation related to smooth muscles.
The mechanical equilibrium for the radial direction gives
We have σ r = −p 1 at r o = r(R o ), with p 1 the pressure outside the tube, and σ r = −p − p 1 at r i = r(R i ), with p the transmural pressure. Integrating Eq. (16) yields
Substituting Eqs. (11a), (14) and (15) into Eq. (17) then gives
We rewrite the integral of Eq. (18) in terms of the reference coordinate R by observing that r = λR from Eq. (9b), and that dr = (λλ z ) −1 dR from Eqs. (9a) and (10). In the limit of a thinwalled tube, the variation of the integrand
through the thickness is negligible, and the residual stress (Fung, 1983; Vaishnav and Vossoughi, 1983 ) is thus neglected. Equation (18) then becomes
where we define
This quantity A k is referred to as the effective area of constituent k. For a thin-walled tube of reference wall thickness
. Equation (20) includes two unknown stretches, λ and λ z . In many situations in situ, it holds that λ z = κ is essentially constant (Takamizawa and Hayashi, 1987; Weizsäcker and Kampp, 1990; Schulze-Bauer et al., 2003) . Therefore, we assume herein that the strain energies and the smooth muscle work density are functions of λ with λ z constant.
Evolution of composition and strain energy
In this section, we are interested in the growth dynamics of the multicomponent living material of a blood vessel. The evolution of the effective areas comprises two terms: The remaining area of the original materials and the remaining area A k dτ of the materials formed at time τ. This is formulated as (Baek et al., 2006 )
where A k (0) is the original effective area of constituent k, Q k (t) is the fraction of constituent k that was produced before time t = 0 and remains at time t, A k (t) ≥ 0 is the rate of production of effective area at time t, and q k (t) is a monotonically decreasing survival function such that q(0) = 1.
In a dynamic growth environment, materials produced at different times experience different local stretch. We define λ k (t, τ) as the stretch at time t for materials produced at an earlier time τ (Baek et al., 2006) :
The ratio λ(t)/λ(τ) is the stretch developed during growth, and G k is the prestretch of constituent k which develops at the time of production. In the following, we use the notation λ = λ(t) for brevity.
We assume that materials created at different time instances contribute to the strain energy in proportion to their remaining area fractions. Then, for the passive materials, as well as the passive contribution of smooth muscle, we obtain (Baek et al., 2006 )
where, Ψ k λ k (t, τ) is the strain energy density with respect to a stress-free configuration and characterizes the non-linear, elastic behavior (Baek et al., 2006) . By differentiating Eq. (24) with respect to λ, and multiplying the result by λ, we obtain an expression for the stress difference σ
, as the sum of stress contributions from remaining area fractions:
where we use the notation d f (
Active stress and the work density
The active contribution to the circumferential stress is modeled as σ m ϕa = λ m S where S is the generated stress per unit relaxed muscle area. G&R takes place at a long time-scale where the smooth muscle response is not characterized by a calciumdriven cyclic interaction between the myofilaments. More important is the phenotypic switching between a contractile and a synthetic state (Halayko and Solway, 2001; Albinsson et al., 2014) . The amount of organelles for protein and lipid synthesis together with mitochondria are up-regulated in the synthetic state at the expense of contractile apparatus-associated proteins. The smooth muscle cell thereby increases its ability to proliferate, migrate and synthesize extracellular constituents while losing, at least, part of its contractile ability. Phenotypic modulation is controlled by a multitude of environmental cues, but, in particular, the stretch field seems to be an important factor (Owens et al., 2001) . We assume herein that phenotypic switching is a continuous process in which the smooth muscle cell gradually gains or loses its contractile response according to the function S = S (C), where C ≥ 0 is the phenotypic modulation stimulus. It represents the accumulation of stimuli descending from alterations in the stretch field. The generated active stress S is, therefore, associated with the slowly varying tone under normal physiological conditions. This interpretation is in contrast to previous studies where the stimulus of contractility is taken to be the intracellular calcium ion concentration governing the faster muscle contraction response; see, e.g., Rachev and Hayashi (1999) and Humphrey and Wilson (2003) . Furthermore, we assume that G&R organizes the cytoskeletal smooth muscle components such that the operation point remains close to the length which generates maximum muscle force.
Since not all infinitesimal areas of smooth muscle experience the same stretch, we adapt the expression for active stress to a situation with variable λ m according to Eq. (23), so that the total active stress difference σ m ϕa − σ m ra is computed as a sum of active stress difference contributions from remaining infinitesimal area fractions produced at different times, cf. Eq. (25):
where we used the postulates in Eq. (12) that σ m ϕa = λ∂W/∂λ and σ m ra = 0 on the left-hand side. The phenotypic modulation of the contractile activity is taken to be
where S M is the maximum stress capacity of smooth muscle in its fully contractile state. For a target lumen radiusr i , the stretch isλ =r i /R i and we refer toλ as the target stretch. From Eq. (2), the ratio λ/λ = r i /r i is available to G&R through signaling from endothelial cells. We thus postulate that the time window average phenotypic modulation stimulus C of the vascular smooth muscle depends only on this known ratio λ/λ, giving
Dividing both sides of Eq. (28) by λ and rearranging the factors give
where the effects of the growth history are captured by a smooth muscle area-weighted harmonic mean of the stretch:
The smooth muscle work density can then be formally defined as
where the lower limit of integration is arbitrary owing to the constant term of the primitive function. In a homeostatic state, taking the limit t → ∞ for Eq. (30) gives λ m ≡λ, so that the smooth muscle work density in the homeostatic state becomeŝ
Current and target composition of the arterial wall
There are two classes of constituents:
i. Constituents that degrade, Q k , q k → 0 as t → ∞, and grow, A k ≥ 0, e.g. collagen and smooth muscle.
ii. Constituents that neither degrade, Q k = 1, nor grow,
The set of constituent indices belonging to class (i) and (ii) are denoted by S i and S ii , respectively.
We assume that, at a given position in the arterial tree, there exists one permissible composition of the arterial wall that yields a homeostatic state represented by target effective areaŝ
whereÂ = kÂ k is the total target effective area of the wall. The target area fractionφ k of constituent k varies with position due to the variations of the relative amounts of connective tissue and smooth muscle with position in the vascular system, e.g. smaller arteries have a higher fraction of smooth muscle than larger arteries (Rhodin, 1979) .
It has been shown previously that, without any additional assumption, the strain energy density in a homeostatic state is (Satha et al., 2014) 
For a given set of stationary conditions (p,λ) and λ(0) =λ, the equilibrium Eq. (20) in the target (homeostatic) state becomes
By carrying out the differentiation with respect to λ and inserting Eq. (33), we obtain
which implies thatÂ =Â(pλ 2 ). In Eq. (36),Ŝ = S [C(1)] denotes the generated stress per unit relaxed muscle area in the homeostatic state.
We have formulated a target compositionÂ k through Eqs. (33) and (36). To purposefully grow toward the target state, the G&R control system needs to project known signals to an apparent current state and thus determine the proper direction of growth. Since there is no evidence that the current fractions φ k of different constituents are known to G&R control, we assume that the control system employs an approximation that the fraction of each constituent is equal to the target area fraction,
where A = k A k is the total wall area. Inserting these approximate areas into the equilibrium Eq. (20) gives
By dividing Eq. (36) with (38) we find that
where we definê
We assume that the G&R control system is aware of the wall stress differences λ∂ψ k /∂λ and λ∂W/∂λ, cf. Eqs. (11a) and (12). Then, Eq. (39) shows that the ratio between the target effective area and the current effective area is known to the G&R control system through the known ratio λ/λ and the stress measure s that appears naturally in the equilibrium equation. Equation (39) is essentially the same as Eq. (4) with one subtle difference: the stress s includes an approximation φ k =φ k to avoid using information that is inaccessible to G&R control. This crucially permits for using Eq. (39) in the formulation of a growth law.
Control of growth and remodeling
We have made likely that stimuli makes the current-to-target stretch ratio λ/λ available to G&R through Eq. (2), and that an approximation of the target-to-current effective area ratiô A/A is available to G&R through Eq. (39). This means that the G&R control accesses information about the relative difference between the current and the target arterial wall geometry. The growth of individual constituents then need to be regulated based on this information, so that the vessel remodels into a target (homeostatic) state.
To formulate a growth law for constituents k ∈ S i , we assume that the rate of production A k of each constituent is proportional to the number of cells per unit area of the arterial wall, and that this number density, in turn, is proportional to the total wall area, cf. Baek et al. (2006) :
where ω k , k ∈ S i , are rate functions that are to be identified. There is a requirement that the value ω k (1), corresponding to the target (homeostatic) state, yields the basal growth rate necessary to maintain a target areaÂ k for each constituent. Admittedly, Eq. (41) is not the most general form, since ω k could have an additional dependence on λ/λ. Still, our proposed growth law is aligned with a principle that is ubiquitous in control systems: the differential of a quantity is related to the difference (or quotient) between the target and current values of that quantity.
For the following discussion, we assume that constituents degrade according to a Poisson process.
where ν k is a rate constant capturing the turnover of constituent k. In the target state, when s/ŝ = λ/λ = 1 andÂ/A = 1, substituting Eqs. (41) and (42) into Eq. (22), while taking the
We then use Eq. (33) to conclude that ω k (1) = ν kφk . To reduce the number of parameters used in the growth law, we linearize ω k on the right hand side of Eq. (41) around the target statê A/A = 1, giving
where we used Eq. (39), and β k = dω k (1)/(ν kφk ) > 0 are unknown coefficients. The stability of this growth law is demonstrated numerically in Sect. 4.
In summary, Eq. (44) governs the evolution of the effective areas A k (t) through Eq. (22). The quantities λ m (t), λ(t), ψ k (t) and W(t) that enter into the right-hand side of Eq. (44) can be calculated directly from the growth history A k (τ), 0 ≤ τ ≤ t using Eqs. (22), (30), (25), (20) and (31). Since the right-hand side of Eq. (44) depends on the growth history, Eq. (22) is the integral form of a delay differential equation (DDE). An explicit numerical scheme is suggested for the solution of this DDE in Appendix A, and convergence upon decreasing the time-step is demonstrated numerically for this scheme.
Numerical experiments
The properties of the G&R equations are investigated numerically, using the parameters of the middle cerebral artery (arteria cerebri media). The constituents of the vessel wall are divided into three families: collagen (k = 'c'), vascular smooth muscle (k = 'm'), and elastin (k = 'e').
Growth rate parameterization
An indication of the fraction of smooth muscle to connective tissue for some arteries can be found in Rhodin (1979) but, to the knowledge of the authors, there is no readily available data for variations of the target area fractionsφ k of each constituent throughout the whole vascular system. However, for the specific artery under consideration, we use a constant approximation forφ k , withφ k the area fraction of constituent k in the middle cerebral artery (Table 1) .
Material models and parameters
The principal stretches of each constituent k are
and λ z , giving the right stretch Cauchy-Green tensor Rachev and Hayashi (1999) . (2010), we model the constituents as orthotropic, nonlinear elastic materials. For simplicity, we assume that there is one preferred fiber orientation, which coincides with the circumferential direction. In reality, the number of preferred collagen fiber directions and their orientation vary from point to point in the arterial system (Canham et al., 1991; Finlay et al., 1995; Pandolfi and Holzapfel, 2008; Schriefl et al., 2012) . As previously described (Satha et al., 2014; Lindström et al., 2015) , the strain energy in Baek et al. (2007) is used for collagen and smooth muscle while elastin is described by a neo-Hookean strain energy as suggested by Holzapfel et al. (2000) :
Following Holzapfel and Ogden
where
2 are invariants of the CauchyGreen tensor, while c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , and c 5 are material parameters (Table 1) .
Since the phenotypic modulation stimulus C(λ/λ) is an unknown function, we represent it using a truncated Taylor expansion around the homeostatic condition, λ/λ = 1:
whereĈ = C(1) and C ′ = dC(1) are nondimensional constants. Here,Ĉ is the phenotypic modulation stimulus of smooth muscle under homeostatic conditions that satisfies S (Ĉ) =Ŝ , wherê S = 50 kPa is the homeostatic generated stress per unit relaxed muscle area, identical to the activity of smooth muscle under normal physiological conditions (Rachev and Hayashi, 1999 ).
Equation (27) then giveŝ
withĈ = 0.8326 for our choice of parameters. With this choice for C, the smooth muscle work density of Eq. (31) becomes
2 dt is the error function. The effects of the value of C ′ is investigated numerically in later Sect. 4.1.
Initial conditions and simulation parameters
The radius of the middle cerebral artery is typically r 0 = 1.4 mm and the basal transmural pressure is p = p 0 = 12.1 kPa (Lodi and Ursino, 1999) . The initial conditions are taken as being homeostatic with radius r = r 0 and stretch λ = λ 0 = r 0 /R i . The homeostatic stress measureŝ is known from the material model and Eq. (40a), so that the initial effective area can be computed from Eq. (36) 
Results and discussion
While the mechanical properties of the constituents have been specified in the previous Sect. 3, the parameters β c and β m controlling the production rate in Eq. (44), and the slope C ′ of the phenotypic modulation stimulus are unknown.
G&R stability conditional on growth law parameters
First, we consider the G&R in response to a step increment in the target stretch, for C ′ = 10, and for equal coefficients β = β c = β m with different values β = {0.1, 1, 10}. Physiologically, this step increment corresponds to a sudden increase in the volumetric flow rate. When t < 0 the vessel is maintained in an initial state at a stretch λ 0 and total wall area A 0 = k A k 0 (Sect. 3.3). At t = 0, the target stretch is set toλ = 1.05λ 0 , corresponding to an increase in the blood flow rate, and the state of the vessel is integrated numerically to obtain the development of λ and A = k A k (Fig. 2) . Stable growth toward the target state is observed when β = 1 and β = 10, but when β = 0.1, neither the target wall area nor the target stretch is reached (Fig. 2) . A larger value of β results in a more rapid adaptation of the effective area to a step change in the target stretchλ (Fig. 2b ), but the rate at which the stretch adapts to a step change inλ is essentially independent of the coefficient β as long as β 1 (Fig. 2a) . This observation holds for a range of values of C ′ (not shown). We investigate the effect of differing rate coefficients by setting β c = 1 while varying β m = {0.1, 1, 10}. Again, we consider the growth response to a 5 % step increase in the target stretch. For β m = 0.1, neither the target stretch nor the target area is reached (Fig. 3) . The development of the stretch is similar for β m = 1 and β m = 10 (Fig. 3a) . However, the development of the total wall area shows an overshoot for β m = 10 (Fig. 3b) . Consequently, the metabolic energy consumed during adaptation would be larger if c . An additional parametric study with β m = 1 and β c = {0.1, 1, 10} reveals that the effects of changing β c on the stretch and wall area development are small (not shown), likely because the area fraction of collagen is smaller than that of smooth muscle in the investigated case. In the simulations discussed below, we only consider cases with β c = β m . The phenotypic modulation stimulus of smooth muscle is characterized byĈ and C ′ , of which the basal stimulusĈ is a known parameter. If C ′ = 0, the smooth muscle behaves as a passive material in the sense that its active stress becomes insensitive to the current-to-target stretch ratio. It is thus of great interest to investigate how C ′ affects the adaptation of blood vessels to changing conditions.
To investigate the stability of G&R, the development of the stretch and total effective area in response to different step change in the target stretch, δ =λ/λ 0 − 1, is investigated for different values of C ′ . We consider the numerical simulation of G&R to be stable if
and unstable otherwise. This condition also captures cases when the effective area drifts away from its target value, since such uncontrolled off-drift ultimately affects the development of the stretch. For each value of C ′ , there is a, possibly empty, interval δ min < δ < δ max within which the G&R is stable. The bisection method is employed to find δ min (C ′ ) and δ max (C ′ ), respectively. The domain of stable adaptation is illustrated in Fig. 4 for β c = β m = 1. This domain ranges from C ′ ≈ 3 to C ′ ≈ 400. The existence of a lower limit for C ′ implies that stable G&R requires a certain minimum active stress alteration with stretch. It is also interesting that stable adaptation is easier to achieve when the target stretch decreases, δ < 0, than when it increases, δ > 0 (Fig. 4) . The ability to adapt to an increasing target stretch is gradually lost as C ′ increases. A wide range of δ with stable adaptation is obtained when 7 ≤ C ′ ≤ 15, in which case −0.15 ≤ δ ≤ 0.1. For a smaller value of β c = β m = 0.1, the domain of stable adaptation increases, but the artery does not approach a homeostatic state (Fig. 2) . For a larger value of β c = β m = 10, the domain of stable adaptation becomes smaller. These observations indicate that efficient and stable G&R control is achieved for parameter values in a neighborhood of β c = β m = 1 and C ′ = 10. These parameter values are used in subsequent simulations, unless stated otherwise.
G&R under dynamic conditions
G&R needs to adapt to changes in the target stretch as well as the pressure. We integrate the evolution of the wall area A and stretch λ in response to 10 % step changes in target stretch or pressure, including simultaneous changes in target stretch and pressure (Fig. 5 ). All these evolutions are stable. As a first response, the smooth muscle always contracts or dilates due to the changing conditions. At a longer time-scale, the wall area and stretch evolve into one of the homeostatic states defined by Eq. (36), with a small error due to the unchanging amount of elastin. The homeostatic states describe the identity function when plotting A/A 0 − 1 against pλ 2 /(p 0 λ 2 0 ) − 1 (Fig. 5 ). As demonstrated above (Fig. 4) , it is difficult for G&R to adapt to large step changes in the target stretch, at least for the parameters used herein. This does not necessarily mean that it is impossible to adapt to large gradual changes. We simulate ramp changes in the target stretch to show that the proposed growth law allows for adaptation to a wide range of conditions (Fig. 6) . The plotted cases correspond to the highest ramp rates possible while still maintaining stable adaptation for ±50 % changes in the target stretch.
Limitations
As a final point of this discussion, we summarize the most important model limitations and simplifications.
Arterial walls have a finite thickness and layered structure which includes the adventitia, media and intima (Rhodin, 1979) . For such structures, the stress field and the chemical potential become dependent on the radial position and may exhibit discontinuities. In our model, the artery wall is homogenized through the thin-wall assumption, meaning that radial gradients are neglected.
Vascular smooth muscle cells need not be oriented in the axial-circumferential plane. Using electron microscopy imaging, Fujiwara and Uehara (1992) and O'Connel et al. (2008) have shown that the smooth muscle appear at a small radial tilt. As a consequence, torsion will develop in the artery. To the best of the authors' knowledge, there is no indication or quantification in the literature as to the extent of this influence. We therefore limit this study to shear-free deformations.
The smooth muscle normal tone due to the evolution is assumed to be a function of the phenotypic modulation stimulus C. This variable is in turn a function of the circumferential stretch through Eq. (47). Previous studies, see, e.g., Zulliger et al. (2002) and Zulliger et al. (2004) , have shown that the normal tone of vascular smooth muscle is also affected by the axial stretch. This is not accounted for in the G&R response since λ z is prescribed to a fixed value. Furthermore, Gleason et al. (2007) found that the axial arterial stress in mice also tends toward a homeostatic value. Given that the axial stretch in human arteries decrease with age (Schulze-Bauer et al., 2003; Kamenskiy et al., 2015; Horný et al., 2016) , these facts indicate that G&R should ideally account for alterations in both λ and λ z .
The degradation of the extracellular matrix is assumed to depend only on the rate constant ν k in Eq. (42). Experiments have shown that the degradation rate also depends on stress, e.g., matrix-metalloproteinase-driven collagen degradation (Humphrey, 2002, pp. 511-515) . It is also possible that the degradation rates ν k and the production rate parameters β k depend on the current composition of the artery wall. Dependencies of this kind create additional couplings and would increase the complexity of the model. Since this level of detail is felt to be outside the scope of the study, we choose to limit the model to degradation processes governed solely by Eq. (42) and to constant production rate parameters. Vascular collagen has a half-life of about 15-90 days. This is in sharp contrast to elastin which degrades at a very slow rate, manifested by a half-life on the order of decades (Lefevre and Rucker, 1980) . It is therefore assumed that elastin does not degrade within the time-span of our numerical simulations. Note well that this is not a limitation to the model; elastin degradation is straight-forward to include by assigning an appropriate value to ν e .
Conclusions
A growth law describing the evolution of the constituents of the arterial wall is formulated in the context of thin-walled tube theory, constrained mixture theory, finite elasticity and a novel theoretical frame that accounts for the long time-scale active behavior of smooth muscle.
The constitutive relations of passive materials are captured using growth-dependent strain energy densities ψ k . At the timescales of G&R, we show that the active behavior of smooth muscle can be described using a work density function W, that takes the role of a strain energy density for active constituents. In contrast to the strain energy density of passive constituents, this work density of smooth muscle depends on the ratio λ/λ between the current stretch and the target stretch corresponding to homeostatic conditions. This current-to-target stretch ratio is available to G&R control through the wall shear stress that is sensed by endothelial cells.
From the equations of mechanical equilibrium in the homeostatic state and in the current state, respectively, it is possible to estimate the ratioÂ/A between the target and the current wall cross-section area using only the stress state of the vessel wall and the known ratio λ/λ. SinceÂ/A indicates the appropriate direction of growth for the total wall area, this ratio is assumed to control the production rate of each constituent. As a consequence, only one unknown parameter is needed for each con-stituent in the growth law. Since A is experimentally accessible, it is feasible to quantify the parameters, β c , β m and C ′ , using a fitting procedure. This is a great advantage as compared to previously suggested models in the literature that, for each constituent, require one model parameter for each type of stimulus (Baek et al., 2007; Valentín and Humphrey, 2009a) , and that are based on quantities that are difficult to measure in vivo.
The so-formulated growth law yields stable growth toward a target (homeostatic) state for a range of model parameters. Crucially, it is not possible to achieve stable adaptation to dynamic conditions without a certain minimum active stress alteration with stretch. We conclude that the active response of smooth muscle is necessary to avoid monotonic drift of the lumen radius or the wall area.
Ours formulating the laws governing G&R for a tube-shaped artery does not restrict its use to this geometry. Since the growth law is formulated using local sensory input, it can be used in an arbitrary geometry. An element of this arbitrary geometry then acts upon its stress state and signals from nearby endothelial cells, as well as the delusion that it is part of a tube-shaped artery. We believe that this is an accurate depiction of reality, since the growth law is encoded in the genome and is thus required to presume a shape and composition for the artery, there being no possibility to detect vascular malformation.
for all k. This Eq. (A.7) describes the mechanical properties of constituent k as a function of the stretch λ, and this function changes with each time-step due to the evolution of constituent k. A time increment from time n∆t to time (n+1)∆t is described below. The initial conditions, at n = 0, are set according to Sect. 3.3 with s 0 =ŝ. We also write Eq. (A.7) in discretized form for n = 0, while letting λ remain a continuous variable: .8) Integrals are approximated using the trapezoidal rule throughout. For a compact notation, we define a summation symbol used for the trapezoidal rule is solved for the stretch λ n+1 using a numerical solver [fsolve, GNU Octave, see Powell (1970) ] withλ n+1 as the initial guess. If the solution is not unique, the solution closest toλ n+1 is chosen.
2. The stress measure s n+1 is computed using Eq. (40b) with the recently computed value for λ n+1 : (A.14) 6. Using the trapezoidal rule with Eq. (A.7) gives
which is a function of λ to be used for implicit calculation of λ n+2 in the following time-step. With these operations, all variables have been obtained for the time (n + 1)∆t, and the new functions ∂/∂λ(A k ψ k ) have been defined for use in the following time-step.
The corresponding root-mean-square ∆E λ (∆t) for the evolutions of λ due to halving of the time-step is analogously defined. We show that the solution converges as ∆t diminishes by plotting ∆E A (∆t) and ∆E λ (∆t) against the time-step in Fig. A.7 . 
